Abstract: A fundamental problem in the field of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and memory is that it has historically minimized the basic neurobiology of sleep's role in memory. Memory formation has been classically divided into phases of encoding, processing/consolidation, and retrieval. An abundance of evidence suggests that sleep plays a critical role specifically in the processing/consolidation phase, but may do so differentially for memories that were encoded using particular brain circuits. In this review, we discuss some of the more established evidence for sleep's function in the processing of declarative, spatial navigational, emotional, and motor/procedural memories and more emerging evidence highlighting sleep's importance in higher order functions such as probabilistic learning, transitive inference, and category/gist learning. Furthermore, we discuss sleep's capacity for memory augmentation through targeted/ cued memory reactivation. OSA -by virtue of its associated sleep fragmentation, intermittent hypoxia, and potential brain structural effects -is well positioned to specifically impact the processing/consolidation phase, but testing this possibility requires experimental paradigms in which memory encoding and retrieval are separated by a period of sleep with and without the presence of OSA. We argue that such paradigms should focus on the specific types of memory tasks for which sleep has been shown to have a significant effect. We discuss the small number of studies in which this has been done, in which OSA nearly uniformly negatively impacts offline memory processing. When periods of offline processing are minimal or absent and do not contain sleep, as is the case in the broad literature on OSA and memory, the effects of OSA on memory are far less consistent.
Introduction
Over the last few years, there have been many publications exploring the reemerging interest in the multifaceted relationship between sleep and memory. This, however, is not a new concept. In 1900, Muller and Pilzecker first theorized that new information required a process of consolidation before it could assume a permanent form 1 -a process that was later recognized to be enhanced after a night's sleep. 2 Memory is comprised of three interdependent processes: encoding, processing/ consolidation, and retrieval. Encoding allows for the formation of a memory trace in response to a new stimulus, which then undergoes a process of stabilization, strengthening, and integration into existing knowledge networks (consolidation). This information is then accessible for easy recall (retrieval). 3 Memory is traditionally divided into two different categories -declarative and non-declarative memory -and each of them depends on specific neural interactions to mediate their processes. Declarative memory is explicit, associated with awareness, and can be subdivided into memories associated with specific context that includes some element of time (episodic memory) and fact-based information (semantic memory). 4 Non-declarative memory, on the other hand, is often linked with information or abilities not associated with conscious awareness.
Sleep, too, is not a homogeneous entity and encompasses different neurochemical states and neural processes characterizing varied sleep stages. It is well described in the literature that sleep facilitates memory consolidation and confers a memory-retention advantage compared to equivalent periods of time awake for many, but not necessarily all, types of memory. It is not out the realm of possibility, then, to expect that when sleep is disrupted, the natural processes of memory consolidation may, therefore, be altered or impaired. In the current age, with its high prevalence of sleep disorders -including widespread sleep deprivation and poor sleep hygiene -identifying the impact of these ailments on memory and their treatment is vital. 5, 6 Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) -a chronic condition in which repetitive upper airway collapse results in intermittent hypoxia and sleep fragmentation -provides the perfect lens through which to explore the interaction of a clinical sleep disorder with memory. Moreover, OSA is exceedingly common. The OSA syndrome (OSAS) occurs when there are a minimum number of apneas and hypopneas per hour associated with daytime symptoms and it has an estimated prevalence of 4%. 7 However, when OSA is defined solely by having an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI3a) >15/hour -where hypopneas are defined as terminating in either a ≥3% drop in oxygen saturation or arousal -the prevalence can be as high as 50% in certain populations, especially older individuals. 8, 9 In this review, we aim to provide an overview of the current literature demonstrating the unique influence of individual sleep stages, specific electroencephalogram (EEG) oscillatory frequencies, and their bidirectional modulation on different types of memory as well as to highlight the dynamic and complex interplay between memory and sleep, principally in human subjects. We then review how interruption of these complex processes in OSA sheds light upon the relationship between the two.
Declarative/episodic memory
The mechanistic understanding of sleep's role in memory processing was greatly influenced by a series of seminal papers describing hippocampal encoding of space and the reemergence of patterns of firing of hippocampal cell ensembles during sleep that had occurred during periods of prior active wake states. 10, 11 Consistent with this hippocampal model, neuronal reexpression/replay in neocortical regions during sleep has also been observed to mimic preceding awake experiences. 12, 13 These observations have helped to establish a model in which reactivation of newly encoded information during sleep is thought to mediate the redistribution and transfer from short-term storage within the hippocampus to the long-term stores of the neocortex, where it can then be integrated into preexisting knowledge and easily retrieved. 14, 15 This process may be broken into two stages. In the "exploration" stage in the awake state, new information enters CA3 pyramidal cells of the hippocampus from the entorhinal cortex for temporary storage. During sleep, this information is then "replayed" -primarily during hippocampal sharp wave ripples during slow-wave sleep (SWS). It has been postulated that the temporal coordination of neocortical sleep spindles with hippocampal sharp wave ripple complexes during SWS could facilitate the transfer of information between the hippocampus and neocortex that could help support memory. 12, [16] [17] [18] [19] Although replay has not been observed at the cellular level in human subjects, certain high-frequency cortical EEG motifs have been observed to occur in non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep in humans, 20 and blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals recorded with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during both encoding and subsequent sleep relate to declarative memory in humans. 21 Simple declarative memory testing in human subjects is often performed using word-pair or face/object recall tasks. Numerous studies have shown improved recall of newly formed memories following sleep. 22, 23 In the case of declarative memory, NREM sleep -and, specifically, SWS -is thought to be the predominant stage in which memory consolidation occurs. Despite comparable initial learning, it has been shown that subsequent sleep improves recall of paired associate word lists, with a distinct difference noted after early SWS-predominant -compared to late REM-predominant -sleep. 23 This finding has been reiterated in other studies, confirming the importance of SWS (independent of time of day) in the consolidation of declarative memory, 14, [24] [25] [26] including a study suggesting that frontal slow-wave activity statistically mediates the association between prefrontal cortical volume and declarative word-pair memory with aging. 27 Although these studies largely correlate memory with the occurrence of sleep, targeted disruption of SWS with auditory tones has also been shown to impair declarative memory consolidation 28 and, conversely, augmentation of slow-wave activity with transcranial stimulation has been shown to improve declarative memory performance in both younger 29, 30 Nature and Science of Sleep 2018:10 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Normal sleep and sleep apnea in human memory and older 31 subjects. Phase-locking auditory stimuli to the up states of slow waves can increase slow-wave and spindle activity and improve word-pair memory. 32 Augmentation of slow-wave activity with sodium oxybate, 33 baclofen, 33 or tiagabine 34 failed to improve declarative memory performance across sleep versus placebo, suggesting that slow-wave timing may be critical or that these drugs have pleiotropic effects, some of which counter the presumed benefit of slowwave augmentation.
The importance of the temporal relationship between sleep onset and learning remains controversial. It has been suggested that sleep must occur immediately after learning to benefit performance and prevent degradation in memory trace. However, other studies suggest that recall performance following delayed sleep onset after learning is still superior to that in awake states, promoting the idea that the sleep has an active role in memory processing. 35 It has been debated whether the beneficial effects of sleep on memory as described are explained by reduced memory deterioration/protection from interference with sleep or actively contribute to improvement in memory itself. 22 The interference theory suggests that both sleep and quiet wake states would augment memory in comparison to an equivalent period of active wake. When declarative memory across these conditions was formally tested, subjects in an "active wake" group who sat on a busy street and discussed various topics with the experimenter had equivalent declarative memory performance as that of a "reduced interference" group who meditated in a quiet room before memory retesting. Both of these conditions were inferior to a period of sleep, 36 supporting the idea that sleep's role is more than simple protection from interference.
It has been shown that sleep plays a vital role not only in post-memory processing, but also provides the human brain with essential preparation for next-day memory formation. Pre-training sleep deprivation causes a marked disruption in hippocampal activity, resulting in impaired learning acquisition. [37] [38] [39] Further, according to the synaptic homeostasis hypothesis, accrued time awake and ongoing encoding of new information decreases learning capacity that can be restored only through sleep. 40, 41 Whereas circadian timing could influence encoding ability, the effect of circadian timing appears to be influenced by prior sleep. Episodic face-name encoding was worse at 18:00 compared to 12:00 when no sleep occurred prior to training. However, encoding was actually better at 18:00 than 12:00 when an equivalent period of sleep occurred prior to these training sessions, and episodic encoding capacity correlated with frontal fast spindles during the period of preceding sleep. 40 This role for sleep spindles is, perhaps, not surprising given the theories suggesting that it is the coordinated activity of spindles and slow waves that support memory. Moreover, spindles have been shown to boost neocortical synaptic responses, which may provide a mechanism for enhanced memory consolidation. 42, 43 This study, along with others, suggests that the analysis of electrophysiologic features during sleep may provide further insight on the role of Stage 2 sleep in the role of declarative memory as well. Significantly increased sleep spindle density was observed following a 1-hour declarative task as compared to a non-learning task and, here too, improved recall performance was positively associated with spindle density. 43 
Spatial learning/memory
Spatial memory can be defined in various ways, including the ability to remember the spatial location of object pairs organized in a 2 × 2 grid akin to children's games 44 or the ability to recall complex three-dimensional (3D) objects displayed in novel orientations after encoding. 45 However, because of the clear parallels to the spatial memory tasks that rodents are capable of performing, the most common form of spatial memory assessment in human subjects is spatial navigational memory -defined as the ability to recall routes to salient targets in context-specific environments. Spatial navigational memory is responsible for maintaining information with regard to a person's environment and orientation and has clear clinical relevance to Alzheimer's dementia -where deficits in spatial orientation can be one of the earliest cognitive hallmarks of the disease. 46 Though its neural underpinnings are clearly complex, involving multiple brain areas, spatial navigational memory is thought to be subserved by at least two brain systems working in concert: an allocentric system mediated largely by medial temporal lobe structures including the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, wherein external landmarks are used to create a mental spatial map, and an egocentric system mediated largely by the striatum, composed of the caudate and putamen, which incorporates body movement, turn direction, speed, and elapsed time. [47] [48] [49] Across sleep, it is thought that information encoded by the hippocampus gets integrated and distributed to cortical structures, such that there is less activation of the hippocampus and possibly more activation of the striatum 50 upon subsequent experience in the same environment -a process known as systems consolidation.
A role for sleep in spatial navigational memory is supported by studies demonstrating enhanced navigational performance on a 3D virtual navigation task after a night submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Ahuja et al of overnight sleep in comparison to an equivalent period of natural daytime wakefulness, 51 or in comparison to fully maintaining wakefulness overnight (i.e., sleep deprivation). 52 Related benefits on spatial navigational performance have also been observed across a daytime nap, and this benefit appears to be positively influenced by dream recall of the maze environment during the nap 53 as well as positively influenced by prior exposure to 3D first-person-experience video games. 54 A specific role for slow waves in this process is supported by observations suggesting that navigational performance improvement across a nap significantly correlates with relative slow-wave activity during N2 sleep during a nap 54 and also with relative frontal slow-wave activity during NREM sleep across overnight sleep. 55 This observation could account for a reduced benefit of overnight sleep on spatial navigational memory processing in older subjects as SWS declines with age. Additionally, brain fMRI studies during a period of sleep following spatial navigational encoding demonstrated that, in a limited number of subjects, the degree of blood flow to the right hippocampus during SWS correlated with subsequent improvement in spatial navigation performance. 56 A mechanistic understanding of a role for REM sleep in spatial navigational memory is less complete than the current understanding of the role for NREM sleep; however, several studies in rodents indicate REM sleep suppression impaired spatial memory in the Morris water maze [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and other spatial tasks. 63, 64 Furthermore, optogenetic disruption of hippocampal theta power during REM sleep -but not NREM sleep -impaired spatial memory in mice. 65 In human subjects, the possible role for REM sleep is underexplored. Although REM sleep constituted only a tiny fraction of sleep during the nap study, the observation that dreaming of the spatial environment during the nap significantly augmented post-sleep navigation performance 53 raised the possibility that REM during overnight sleep -when most of active dreaming occurs -might have a role in spatial navigational memory processing. Such a possibility was explicitly tested by inducing OSA exclusively during REM sleep through CPAP withdrawal in subjects with known severe OSA who used CPAP regularly. 66 The benefits of sleep on spatial navigational performance were significantly attenuated by REM OSA, and overnight performance change correlated with measures of REM fragmentation (but not REM amount). The observations that the highest activity in the striatum is observed during REM sleep -as measured by blood flow in human subjects 67 or by neuronal unit activity 68 or c-fos immediate early gene expression 69 in animal models -and the observations that acute sleep deprivation impairs appropriate recruitment of the striatum for navigational performance 50, 70 suggests that REM sleep may be important for this plasticity to occur.
emotional memory
Emotionally arousing stimuli consistently and significantly enhance memory acquisition compared to neutral stimuli -an effect that is facilitated by adequate sleep. [71] [72] [73] [74] Furthermore, emotional memories have a certain distinctness and persistence that other types of memory seem to lack. It has been postulated that beta-adrenergic stimulation at the initial moment of learning plays a key role in mediating this effect. 74 In support of this, studies in which adrenergic blockers, such as propranolol, are administered shows interference with the emotional enhancement. 75, 76 Adrenergic stimulation likely acts through activation of the amygdala. 73 Activation in the amygdala and the simultaneous response described in the visual cortex in response to emotional stimuli may provide a mechanism by which enhanced perceptual coding is seen in emotional events. 77, 78 The amygdala -through its communication with the hypothalamus -then facilitates memory consolidation. 78 The role of sleep in the processing of emotional memory is adaptive and complex. Studies have been conducted to investigate how different components of an emotional memory can change over periods of sleep versus wake states. A study in which subjects were presented with scenes depicting objects against neutral backgrounds and then re-tested after a period of sleep revealed selective preservation of negative objects but not their accompanying backgrounds. 79 Such a phenomenon did not occur across a period of natural daytime wake, 80 but did occur across a 90-minute daytime nap. 81 Furthermore, brain fMRI studies revealed that the left amygdala and right parahippocampus responded more strongly during correct memory for emotional contexts post-overnight sleep. This highlights the concept of selective preservation of emotional memories: the idea that sleep "unbinds" representation of experience and preferentially preserves the most salient or emotional aspects at the expense of what may be considered less important features. 72, 82, 83 This finding is supported by other studies, 82 and it is felt that whereas consolidation starts in the initial period of sleep, it intensifies over time with protection of the hallmark features of emotional memory, but with further deterioration of other associated background information.
In contrast to pure declarative memory, a weight of evidence supports that REM sleep modulates emotional memory sleep processing. 84 Enhanced retention of emotional text was
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Normal sleep and sleep apnea in human memory associated with late-night sleep -a period that is well known to be rich in REM sleep. 84, 85 Moreover, it has been shown that post-sleep emotional memory recall is significantly associated with the amount of REM sleep obtained, but not with total sleep time or time in any other sleep stage. 71 Furthermore, the amount of EEG theta activity that is highly expressed in REM specifically predicts post-sleep emotional memory recall. 71 Brain fMRI studies indicated that overnight sleep results in increased connectivity between the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex following exposure to an emotional stimulus. 86 This increased connectivity was paralleled by an overall decrease in amygdala reactivity following sleep, and decreased gamma power during REM sleep was significantly associated with a decrease in subjective emotional reactivity ratings. 87 
Motor/procedural learning
Motor/procedural learning is classically thought to be a form of non-declarative learning, such as learning to ride a bicycle or play a musical instrument, in human subjects. One of the implications of this classification is that this type of learning typically bypasses the hippocampus; however, recruitment of the hippocampus for motor tasks does sometimes occur, 88, 89 and depends on the precise motor task. Interestingly, it has been argued that the specific involvement of the hippocampus in motor tasks is a prerequisite for sleep-dependent consolidation of motor learning to occur; 90 however, this remains controversial.
A role for sleep in the processing of motor learning has been observed for several motor tasks, including continuous tracking/pursuit rotor tasks 91, 92 and forms of motor adaptation such as mirror-tracing 23, 93 or joystick/computer mouse adaptation tasks, 94, 95 where subjects are required to compensate for externally applied actual or perceived forces requiring movement trajectory changes in order to successfully complete the initially intended reaching movement. However, by far the most common motor learning task in which a role for sleep has been assessed is a finger-tapping motor sequence task (MST). The most common form of this task involves tapping a novel five-element sequence with the nondominant hand repetitively as quickly as possible in 30-second bins with 30 seconds of rest. This pattern is typically repeated 12 times at any one time point. It should be noted that this version of the task is learned explicitly, as the exact sequence is known to the subject throughout. A related version of this task is called the serial reaction time test, where the sequence is visually cued on a screen, and the pattern may or may not be accessible to awareness. When subjects are unaware of the underlying pattern, a form of implicit learning can occur.
Numerous studies have demonstrated a benefit of sleep on subsequent performance compared to an equivalent time awake when the standard explicit MST is employed 96, 97 (see King et al, 90 for a thorough review). The effect of sleep may be moderated by age, with weaker effects observed in both children 44 and elderly subjects. 98 The effect of sleep appears to be greater with increasing motor-task complexity 99 -an observation recapitulated in animal models. 100, 101 Interestingly, dissociable "spatial goal" and "motor sequence" components to MSTs have been identified, with evidence suggesting that the spatial component is enhanced by sleep whereas the sequential component is enhanced by daytime wake states. 102 Evidence suggests that there are potential roles for both REM and NREM sleep in procedural motor memory processing. Much of the early work on sleep and motor learning focused on REM sleep where post-training increases in REM sleep or its associated features after learning a complex motor task 103, 104 implicated REM-related mechanisms in offline procedural memory consolidation. Additionally, positron emission tomography imaging during REM sleep demonstrated both reactivation 105 of -and increased connectivity 106 between -motor-task-relevant areas. Furthermore, increasing premotor cortical excitability during REM with transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) improved postsleep motor-task performance. 107 Conversely, studies show impaired memory recall for a procedural task following REM sleep deprivation and total sleep deprivation, although REM deprivation in the first vs. second half of the night shows no difference in the degree of impairment, suggesting that the benefits of REM are not restricted to a specific "window" of time. 103, 108 Use of an anticholinergic agent impairs REM sleep and procedural memory consolidation, supporting the hypothesis that REM-sleep-dependent processing may be facilitated specifically by the high cholinergic state characteristic of REM sleep. 109 Thus, it came as an initial surprise to investigators that utilizing selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) or serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) -known REM suppressants -did not impair procedural memory consolidation. 110, 111 However, one consequence of REM suppression was an increase in NREM Stage 2 sleep and spindles and, in fact, post-sleep motor performance correlated with sleep spindles. 110 This hypothesis built on prior work noting that motor performance improvement correlated with NREM 92, 112, 113 increased temporal grouping by cortical slow waves, 114 and the existence of specific correlations between overnight performance improvements on motor tasks and spindle density, 97, 110, 115 including over somatotopically relevant motor cortical areas. 116 Selective spindle augmentation with transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) was shown to enhance motor memory consolidation. 117 Integration of how REM sleep and NREM spindles interact to support motor learning and memory remains to be completed. It has been observed 90 that most of the studies implicating a role for REM sleep have utilized a serial reaction time motor task with an implicit learning component, whereas studies implicating spindles generally use an explicit MST. It becomes tempting to then posit that REM sleep augments implicit motor learning whereas spindles augment explicit motor learning, but this has not been formally tested.
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Ahuja et al Stage 2 sleep 97 -a stage rich in spindles. Several other studies have identified an increase in spindle density following a motor learning task,
Higher order cognition
In spite of the frequency of use of the term sleep-dependent memory "consolidation", information encoded during wake states can be utilized in various ways that are not limited to the cementing of that information into long-term stores. This requires complex, discriminatory processing through which the brain triages relevant memories to be retained 22, 118 and, then, further goes on to qualitatively transform encoded information to facilitate future cognitive functioning -a concept referred to as complex associative memory processing. 119 Sleep-dependent discriminatory memory processing has been described earlier with emotional memory, with which selective retention of emotional foreground -but not the background -elements occur. 82 Furthermore, explicit "tagging" of an item as important or worth remembering during wakefulness modulates intentional memory processing and, therefore, determines the degree of subsequent recall. 118, 120 Sleep preferentially promoted retention of items cued to be remembered -but not those cued to be forgotten -across a daytime nap, with no differences in immediate recall. Selective sleep-dependent memory processing and recall has also been shown preferentially for items associated with an anticipated reward, 121 perceived value, 122 or with waking knowledge of future retesting. 123 A study using fMRI has shown that, during the initial period of learning, there is increased hippocampal activity seen when presented with items cued as "to be remembered" than those marked as to be forgotten, which later translates to increased recall of the relevant items after a period of sleep. 124 This role of sleep and the effectiveness of "cued" items is time sensitive. A delay in sleep onset >24 hours after encoding results in degradation of the cue and reduced recall. 118 Moreover, there are data to suggest that selective memory processing is correlated with sleep spindles over the left superior parietal cortex, with increased density of spindles associated with appropriate remembering of cued items and forgetting of non-cued items. 120 Beyond preferential determination of memory processing, complexities of sleep-dependent integration of new memories into existing paradigms have also been described. Single, newly learned memories can be integrated into preexisting schemas, allowing for enhanced assimilation and utility. The concept of "gist extraction" -whereby, when presented with multiple new memories, the brain identifies common features (or "gist") from them and incorporates them into a new schema -has been shown to be augmented by sleep. 125 Sleep-dependent multi-item generalization may then allow for recognition of implicit patterns and creation of "overarching rules" that can then be extrapolated and applied to future experiences. 118 In the transitive inference task, subjects are presented with pairs of objects that contain an embedded hierarchical structure (i.e., A>B, B>C, and C>D). When subjects are subsequently presented with novel pairs requiring secondorder inference (i.e., A and D), performance demonstrating an understanding of the hierarchical structure is enhanced after sleep, in comparison to wake states. 126 A sleep-dependent enhancement of understanding of embedded structure is also demonstrated in the probabilistic learning weather-prediction task. During encoding, subjects are asked to predict outcomes (i.e., the weather) based on symbols, unaware that the symbols are linked with differing probabilities to the outcomes. Performance on such a task is enhanced after sleep 127 and, across a nap, improved performance correlated with the amount of REM sleep. 128 The understanding of a tacit structure can also be probed in implicit versions of serial reaction-time tests where subjects are asked whether they are able to explicitly identify the underlying pattern. In such studies, an objective understanding of the underlying structure after a period of sleep was associated with particular sleep features, including number of REM to NREM transitions 129 and right-frontal fast-spindle activity. 130 Finally, sleep may facilitate "predictive coding", 131 or the ability of the brain to parse elements of pre-sleep experience that deviate from preformed schema -a feature that may rely, in particular, on REM sleep.
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Normal sleep and sleep apnea in human memory Targeted/cued memory reactivation Much of the experimental work understanding sleep's role in memory processing in human subjects stems from comparisons between sleep and equivalent periods of waking, or when particular physiologic features of sleep are either disrupted or imitated. However, there has been recent increasing interest in targeted memory reactivation (TMR), also known as cued memory reactivation -an interventional experimental technique that takes advantage of the brain's normal sleep-processing methods and offers additional insights into interactions between memory and sleep. Without any external influences, neuronal circuits activated by learning prior to sleep are thought to be spontaneously reactivated during sleep -primarily during SWS, 132 but also possibly during other NREM and REM stages. TMR involves triggering this reactivation of neuronal circuits through external means. Often, this involves exposing sleeping subjects to a sensory cue that was present during a prior encoding period. The effects of TMR vary based on the type of cue used, the sleep stage or stages in which the cueing occurred, and the type of memory reactivated.
Early studies employing TMR focused on REM sleep, perhaps influenced by work in rodents from the 1980s indicating enhanced active avoidance conditioning memory when conditioned stimulus cues were reexpressed during REM sleep. 133 A subsequent 1990 study tested performance improvement on a complex logic task in human subjects presented with the context of a ticking clock. Subjects reexposed to the ticking clock auditory cue during eye movements in REM sleep improved performance by 23% in comparison to a smaller 8% improvement across sleep when cues were absent during encoding and sleep. 134 Additionally, performance on a Morse code task accompanied by an auditory sequence was significantly improved when the auditory stimulus was reintroduced during REM sleep. 135 However, these studies did not provide electrophysiological evidence of undisrupted REM sleep and, as a result, the benefits of TMR could be theoretically attributed to the brief waking periods due to the stimulus cues. 132 Two later influential studies implicated a role for TMR during NREM sleep in forms of two-dimensional (2D) spatial memory. In one study, images of objects on a screen were paired with sounds during learning and, after a daytime nap, subjects were asked to place the object in the location on the screen it had been viewed. Location accuracy was significantly enhanced when the paired sounds were played during NREM sleep, and the degree of improvement correlated with EEG amplitude responses to the auditory stimuli during sleep. 136 In the other study by Rasch et al, subjects learned an object-location task where they were asked to visually learn the locations of 15 unique card pairs presented on a computer screen. 137 While performing the task, subjects were exposed to a rose scent, to which they were reexposed during SWS. Most notably, in the 30-second intervals during SWS where puffs of rose scent were administered, hippocampal regions showed significant activity on fMRI scans, suggesting that the rose scent was externally reactivating memories of the object-location task. Sleep was not disrupted according to EEG recordings, and participants exposed to the odor cue during SWS showed distinctly improved performance when compared with the vehicle group. Odor exposure during REM sleep or wake following encoding did not impart such a benefit. Subsequent research on language learning supported this work, where participants fluent in the German language were presented with Dutch words presented over auditory speakers and were asked to verbally translate the word in German. 138 The foreign words were verbally presented during NREM sleep, resulting in improved subsequent German translation.
Of note, in Rasch et al's study, an explicit finger-tapping MST was also tested where odor was presented during presleep encoding. Subsequent reexposure to the odor during SWS, REM sleep, or wake states did not improve performance in comparison to exposure to vehicle. One explanation for this may be that the finger-tapping sequence task may not be as easily associated with olfactory cues as auditory cues. This suggests that different sensory cues may be better suited for certain memory tasks than others. This possibility is supported by studies in which motor learning tasks were cued with auditory stimuli. In a task resembling the game Guitar Hero, participants were taught to play two different 12-item piano sequences of four notes. 139 The sequence cued during SWS in a subsequent afternoon nap showed greater performance improvement than the sequence not cued. In a similar study, participants learned a piano sequence, but only half of the sequence was replayed during sleep. 140 Participants only showed improvement on the half that was cued during SWS, adding to the idea of TMR benefiting motor memory.
The above results argue predominantly for a positive effect of cue reexposure during SWS on declarative and motor memories; however, there exists evidence for interesting interactions between SWS and REM sleep when TMR is employed. When auditory cues for novel vocabulary words learned before sleep were presented exclusively during SWS, post-sleep performance was significantly influenced by REM sleep duration such that participants with longer REM duration showed a significant benefit for cued -relative to uncued 
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Ahuja et al -words, whereas participants who obtained little or no REM demonstrated a significant effect in the opposite direction. 141 When auditory tones associated with a motor serial reaction time test were replayed exclusively during SWS, increased activity in the bilateral caudate nucleus and hippocampus was associated with time in SWS, whereas increased cerebellar and cortical motor activity was related to time in REM sleep when brain fMRI was used during post-sleep performance of the motor task. 142 This suggests that memory processing is differentially modulated by REM and SWS. Interestingly, it has been suggested that TMR during REM sleep may be involved in memory generalization, as auditory cues for previously learned faces delivered during REM sleep enhanced not only subsequent accurate recollections but also false recognitions. 143 An interesting application of TMR that also highlights SWS and REM sleep interactions is in reducing stereotypes and social biases. In a study aimed to reduce social biases, subjects were taught to match faces to a word meant to counter stereotypes associated with the gender or racial identity of the face. 144 When the match was correctly made, a distinct sound was played for the type of match correctly made: either a counter-gender-bias match or counter-race-bias match. During SWS, one of the auditory cues was played. Implicit biases were unchanged for uncued biases, but significantly reduced for cued biases. This bias reduction through TMR was preserved a week later, and larger bias reduction over this interval for the cued -compared to the uncued -bias was positively associated with the product of SWS and REM sleep duration (i.e., SWS × REM).
OSA and memory
OSA is a sleep disorder characterized by repetitive upper airway collapse that leads to cycles of intermittent hypoxia, sleep fragmentation, and/or intrathoracic pressure swings that impact cerebrospinal fluid flow and possible clearance of neuronal metabolites in the interstitial space. 145 Per current American Academy of Sleep Medicine scoring criteria, an apnea is scored when there is complete lack of measurable breathing airflow lasting ≥10 seconds. A hypopnea is scored when there is a reduction in the amplitude of breathing by 30% or more for ≥10 seconds accompanied by ≥3% decline in blood oxygen saturation or an arousal indicated by a sudden increase in the cortical EEG frequency or by sudden increase in the motor tone in the chin or anterior tibealis by electromyography. The AHI3a reflects the sum of all apneas and hypopneas divided by the total sleep time in hours. An older definition of hypopnea (still used by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services) is a reduction in the amplitude of breathing by 30% or more for ≥10 seconds with ≥4% decline in blood oxygen saturation, irrespective of the presence of an arousal. The AHI using this definition of hypopnea is abbreviated AHI4% in our work.
These repetitive upper airway phenomena likely affect the amount of, and orderly progression through, specific stages of sleep. As noted at the beginning of this review, memory is broadly divided into processes of encoding, processing/consolidation, and retrieval. Whereas sleep loss and associated sleepiness can impact encoding, the current understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying memory formation primarily implicates a role for sleep in the processing/consolidation phase. It would, therefore, stand to reason that OSA is most likely to have a significant impact on precisely this processing/consolidation phase. Doing so would require testing task performance before and after a period of sleep -ideally, a period of sleep containing either apnea or no apnea within the same individual. However, by far the vast majority of research on sleep apnea and memory employs memory tasks for which there is little, if any, opportunity for processing/consolidation and, when there is, it is within a daytime period of normal wakefulness. As a consequence, opportunities to test what are likely to be the strongest effects of OSA on memory are missed.
In the small number of studies in which effects of OSA on memory processing/consolidation have been examined, deleterious consequences of OSA have been seen rather consistently. As highlighted in the spatial navigational memory section earlier, based on the suspected role for REM sleep in memory spatial navigational memory processing, OSA was induced exclusively during REM through CPAP withdrawal in subjects with known severe OSA who use CPAP regularly. 66 A 3D computer-generated virtual navigation task was undertaken both before and after a night of polysomnographically recorded sleep. When sleep was normally consolidated and CPAP was held at the therapeutic level, there was an overnight performance improvement evidenced by a 31% reduction in maze completion time. In comparison, when OSA was induced in REM in the same subjects, this benefit was abolished and it took subjects 5% longer to complete the maze, in spite of no changes in morning psychomotor vigilance.
The majority of other studies that have examined an effect of OSA on memory processing/consolidation have done so in the motor memory domain. In two related papers, subjects with and without OSA were trained on a finger-tapping explicit MST before and after sleep. In the earlier study, 146 the
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Normal sleep and sleep apnea in human memory average AHI terminating in a ≥3% drop in oxygen or arousal (AHI3a) in OSA subjects was 17/hour, suggesting overall very mild disease. Nonetheless, control subjects without OSA demonstrated a greater offline immediate improvement (last three training trials in the evening vs. the first three test trials in the morning) and offline plateau improvement (last six training trials in the evening vs. the last six test trials in the morning) in motor performance. Furthermore, across all subjects, the strongest measured correlate of plateau improvement was the arousal index, but no correlation was observed with the oxygen-saturation nadir, suggesting that perhaps a minimum amount of sleep continuity is needed for memory consolidation -a process that may be interrupted by even mild OSA. In the latter study, 147 OSA severity was also mild with an average AHI3a of 25/hour and, again, significant offline gains were observed in control subjects, who improved 15% when comparing the last three training trials in the evening vs. the first three test trials in the morning, but not in OSA subjects, who improved just 2% on the same metric. Of note, in this study, OSA subjects had a significantly lower speed during the last three pre-sleep trials compared to control subjects, suggesting an encoding deficit cannot be ruled out. Notably, this effect may be mediated by age, 148 and OSA severity is known to increase with age. 9 Interestingly, when CPAP was applied for the first time in subjects with OSA, significant offline gains in motor performance on this finger-tapping MST were not observed. 149 However, one potential confound to this observation is that subjects with OSA who were about to receive CPAP for the first time appeared to have significantly lower evening performance in either the last three or six trials, although this was not directly reported. As such, a deficit in initial pre-sleep encoding cannot be ruled out, although subjects receiving CPAP for the first time reported improved subjective morning refreshment on average. This highlights a significant limitation of assessing performance on the very first night of CPAP treatment, and reassessment after subjects have been stably using CPAP for a significant duration might aid interpretation. Outside of the finger-tapping MST, significant overnight offline improvements were observed in multiple measures of a motor mirror-tracing task in control subjects that were significantly attenuated in subjects with mild OSA (average AHI3a 20/hour), 150 and, in a serial reaction time test, a greater fraction of controls showed offline gains than severe OSA subjects (mean AHI3a 53/hour). 151 These OSA subjects were significantly slower at this serial reaction time task during pre-sleep training -again suggesting a possible encoding effect.
In non-motor memory tasks, verbal declarative memory was tested simultaneously with mirror tracing in the earlier study looking at mild OSA subjects. 150 OSA subjects showed a significantly reduced verbal retention rate after sleep compared to healthy controls. Children with OSA trained on an evening picture-based visual memory task displayed both slower pre-sleep encoding rates and poorer overnight retention than healthy control children. 152 Likewise, children with OSA displayed poorer sleep-dependent consolidation on a spatial 2D card-matching task than children without OSA. 153 Notably, this study also examined a group of children with primary snoring and no OSA who performed similarly to children with no OSA and no snoring.
OSA would appear to most likely have a deleterious effect on sleep-dependent memory processing, but it is possible that OSA also has effects on encoding or retrieval. The vast majority of studies investigating a role for sleep apnea on memory have exclusively employed daytime tests with little opportunity for processing/consolidation. Possibly as a consequence of this, the reported effects of OSA on memory have been quite varied. A recent review nicely posited some of the potential etiologies of this heterogeneity, including differences in subject age, cognitive reserve, genetic factors known to influence cognition such as the ApoE genotype, generation of sleepiness in response to OSA, duration of OSA before evaluation, and OSA pathogenesis. 154 Additionally, heterogeneity on memory effects may be influenced by the extent to which the presence of OSA is associated with other health comorbidities that may impact cognition, such as cerebrovascular disease and insulin resistance. 155, 156 Across several meta-analyses of OSA and cognition, the strongest negative effects of OSA have been on executive function and attention, 157, 158 which could then have differential effects on daytime memory encoding or retrieval, depending on the task. A meta-analysis specifically focusing on OSA and memory per se noted specific deficits in forms of episodic memory, including verbal episodic memory and visuospatial episodic memory. 159 This latter observation was echoed in another meta-analysis where deficits in visuospatial memory were noted in OSA, but not in short-term sleep deprivation, insomnia, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) -disorders that have some overlapping pathophysiology with OSA. 160 A role for OSA in impairing memory would be strengthened by establishing some form of dose dependence, such as parametric manipulation of variables including, but not limited to, the AHI -the variable typically used to define severity, as well as establishing response to treatment. Two large, randomized, controlled trials of OSA treatment that focused on cognitive outcomes include the Apnea PositivePressure Long-Term Efficacy Study (APPLES) 161 in adults and the Childhood Adenotonsillectomy Trial (CHAT) 162 study in children. In APPLES, subjects with newly diagnosed OSA were randomized to CPAP vs. sham and assessed at subsequent 2-month and 6-month time points. Primary outcomes included performance on tests of three different cognitive domains: 1) Pathfinder Number Test-Total Time (i.e., computer-based Trails A) for attention and psychomotor function, 2) Buschke Selective Reminding Test-Sum Recall for verbal memory, and 3) Sustained Working Memory TestOverall Mid-Day Index for executive function. Although, as a whole, there were no differences in any of these primary outcomes at either time point, sub-analyses showed that those with the most severe OSA randomized to CPAP treatment vs. sham had better executive function at the 2-month, but not 6-month, time point, and those with baseline Epworth Sleepiness Scores >10 randomized to CPAP treatment vs. sham had better executive function at the 6-month time point. In CHAT, children aged 5-9 with OSA were randomized to either early adenotonsillectomy or watchful waiting for a period of 7 months. Although children receiving OSA treatment via early adenotonsillectomy had confirmed polysomnographic improvement in OSA severity and were observed to have improvements in behavioral and quality-of-life measures vs. those randomized to watchful waiting, no significant differences between groups were observed in the primary cognitive outcome testing for attention and executive function.
It is generally assumed that much of the pathophysiology of OSA is reversed with chronic treatment. However, there is a school of thought which argues that there are effects due to irreversible apnea/hypoxia-induced damage that would be reflected in an absence of memory improvement even after treatment. For example, subjects with mild to moderate OSA treated with CPAP for 3 months continued to show some impairments in psychomotor vigilance and working memory compared to subjects of similar age and demography without OSA. 163 It is possible that the lack of pronounced effect of OSA treatment on cognitive outcomes in the APPLES and CHAT studies is consistent with this idea; however, there are a number of alternative possibilities, including the criticism that the combination of tasks and general high functioning of the enrolled subjects created a ceiling effect, 164, 165 making it difficult to appreciate benefits of OSA treatment. It is important to additionally bear in mind that specific memory testing was but a small part of these studies and, again, any memory testing was completed during daytime testing sessions without opportunity for sleep-dependent processing to occur. Table 1 summarizes key papers implicating both normal sleep and sleep apnea in various forms of memory processing.
Conclusion
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Normal sleep and sleep apnea in human memory suggests it does so in ways that might be nonlinear. Fundamental questions remain about the potentially unique contributions of intermittent hypoxia and sleep fragmentation on memory, let alone intrathoracic pressure swings and additional recently identified brain structural consequences of OSA such as gray matter edema, 166 gliosis, and other microstructural changes evidenced by mean diffusivity/fractional anisotropy changes 167, 168 ( Figure 1 ). Thus, although we have some answers about the impact of OSA on memory, clearly multiple avenues of investigation remain wide open. 
